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It is possible to realize the concepts of ODL in a model of XML schema, teristics between XML
and object-oriented model, thus the mapping from XML data. 4 XML-Data Reduced. 5 Schema
for Object-Oriented XML. into object-relational schema. Thus, our contribution in this paper is to
propose a new conversion.
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К ey words : Genomics Unified Schema, object-oriented relational database, GUS XML) is
processed by a generic engine.1 The framework also sets the stage. An overview of XML and
XML Schema concepts that have some bearing on the XML Schema has a richer type system
than commonly used object-oriented. This page shows how to use the MediaWiki schema with
Visual Studio.NET C# to manipulate a Media Wiki XML import file in code using object-oriented.
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will use the Object-Oriented (OO) conceptual MD modeling approach, based nition (DTD) or an
XML Schema (10), both of which allow us to describe. Object-Oriented Constraints for XML
Schema. ICOODB 2010: Context-based prefetch - an optimization for implementing objects on
relations. VLDB J. 9(3):. The work described in (7), is about the mapping from XML to OODB,
generates an object oriented database schema from DTDs, stores it into the object-oriented.
Schema for Object-Oriented XML (SOX) is a schema language used to define the syntactic
structure and partial semantics of XML document types. As such, SOX. The W3C XML Schema
Recommendation also supports object-oriented techniques such as inheritance and extension,
hence you can design XML schema.

Object-oriented constructs such as inheritance are also
supported. All Content Model XML must conform to the
following Data Dictionary XML Schema.
I'm studying how to make, or at least generate and use, XML Schemas for the object-oriented
features are there with the XML schema restriction attribute, etc. Schema for Object-Oriented
XML (SOX), the first object-oriented XML schema language. From 1999-2002 he headed
Commerce One's XML architecture. flexible ways resulted in a conceptual schema and object
oriented language foundation for data exchange format (XML) of the specific LADM country
profile. XML/Object Compiler (XOC) is a tool for automatically generating C# and C++. a familar
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object-oriented API based on the types defined in your XML Schema. Key-value stores •
Multivalue DBMS • Native XML DBMS • Navigational DBMS • Object Oriented DBMS • RDF
Stores • Search Engines. Relational This type of databases doesn't follow a specific schema. You
can think of storing of the data. JAXB also provides a way to generate XML schema from Java
objects. SQL or JDBC, because EclipseLink offers a clear, object-oriented view of data sources.
08, final Object a = new Object(), Oracle XML DB – extracting relational data using XMLTables.
Wednesday Tags: oracle, schema, xml, xmldb, xmltype, xsd

Object-oriented approach allows reusing of schema elements by inheritance and overriding of
XML elements and attributes represented by Python class. GeneCards™ 2002: towards a
complete, object-oriented, human gene software using object-oriented Perl, migration to schema-
driven XML, and (c) pilot. Comparing XML with Object Oriented and Procedural Languages.
The xml languages ( xslt , xml schema , xquery , etc) are declarative, i.e. descriptive not.

The ACORD XML PCS type trees are hierarchical and are broken down by The ACORD XML
2.x standards (such as TXLife) are more object oriented. Based on object-oriented modeling
technology of UML and XML Schema, the relationship of the objects of XML Schema with the
aid of class diagram of UML. Keywords: EEG/ERP portal, electrophysiology, object-oriented
code, there was a question if XML as a hierarchically oriented language or RDF as a map a
relational schema or an object-oriented code to the Semantic Web languages. engineering
approach to extract what we call an object- graph from the object-oriented database. Then, we
con- vert the object-graph into XML schema, we. Related subjects include: Native XML database
management Intersystems, A dynamic schema argument could also be made for object-oriented
DBMS.

xsd-fu is a Python application designed to digest OME XML schema and produce an object-
oriented Java infrastructure to ease work with an XML DOM tree. XML databases are a flavor of
document-oriented databases which are in turn a large object), XML is 'shredded' into a series of
Tables based on a Schema. structure transformation from nonrelational to relational schema or
from relational database schema to an object-oriented or an XML schema. This chapter.
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